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which they are situated i and provided,
further, that all cases respecting Highways
now pending in said Supreme Judicial
Court, shall be there heard and determin-:
ed.
Sect. 3. Be it further, enacted, That all
prosecutions against towns and plantations,
for not keeping in good repair the high
ways and bridges, within the same, shall
be by information in the Supreme Judicial
Court, or Court of Common Pleas, and
upon the filing of such information against
any town or plantation, the said Courts re
spectively, may at their discretion, issue
their precept directing notice to such
town or plantation, to appear and answer
to such information : and on evidence of
due notice returned, or the voluntary ap
pearance of such town or plantation, such
further proceeding shall be had as by law
are authorized and required.
[Approved by the^Gov’r Feb. 24, 1827.J

smatter of politics, the better to operate'
CLEANLINESS.
ments of education, add is prepared to
upon the credulity or cowardice of fiusi“ Though she in wit and beauty shine,
study advantageously according to his own
less
minds.
Ecclesiastical
history
will
fur

discretion ; but a young lady has doneA slut shall ne’er be wife of mine.”
JAMES K. REMICH,
nish hundreds of instances in confirmation
finished—the circle of her sciences is com
Poor Robert.
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
of one branch of our position ; and it is
“ Well, John,” said my father to me the plete ; and she is ready for any station in
not necessary to recede far from our own
other night, as I came home from paying life, that may be thrown in her way. Now,
or
times, for examples in proof of the other.
subscriber^
a first visit to the daughter of one of his why in the name of common sense, may
As it regards spiritual empirics, we need
AN ACT making further provision re
din Sanford
old friends, who had lately moved ihto our not a woman think ; and if she may think ;
only cite the reader to the Bee-hive of the
hundred and
specting the punishment of convicts.
neighbourhood,
and whom I had been to why may she not study, and acquire prof
tow occupied
Romish Church, 1580 ; to the history of
S
ec
.
1.
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
see
at
my
father
’s recommendation— itable food for thought.
will be sold a
John of Leyden ; and to tiic various ac
There is a lady, of whom I have some
House of Representatives, in Legislature as
‘‘ Well, John, does she seem to kiss well?
counts of such enthusiasts as William is she smart ? and will she suit you, do you knowledge, that 'finished her education,'
: GOOCH.
sembled, That when any person shall, be
Hackett, Dr. Richard Haidock, Simon
fore the Supreme Judicial Court, or Court
think ? I have known the old man, her fa by leaving peculiarly good advantages a^
Morin, Joanna Southcot '. Aim Lee, and
of Common Pleas, be convicted of an of
ther, many a long year, and I know she’s an early age. She is now a wife &. mother
multitudes of similar fanatics, of both sex
of six children. She plays well upon the
fence, and thereon sentenced to imprisoncome of a good stock.”
es— whose objects were to exalt themselves
| ment, for a term not less than six months,
The kind hearted being looked up into piano—sings sweetly—dances elegantly—■
at the expense of reason, and to establish
such sentence shall be executed on him
my face with a little anxiety in his eyes, but is very polite, &c. &c.—but her husband
the most ridiculous doctrines upon the ru
[ in the gaol of the county where such conmore of a laugh in his countenance. must, and actually does put all the chil
ins of the human intellect.
i viction may be, unless from the character
“ Why, I don’t know but she does, I repli dren to bed, and takes the care of them
e now opening ' and circumstances of the copvict, impris
Of those political maniacs^ who have at
ed. When I got into the house, I found through the night ; and as for her table—
riment of
•
various periods set whole jyfess at lbg>
tLe t
is execrable, to one that has ev
onment in such county gaol shall, to the
gerbeadsj we shall- forfc-.’^^jpaiRcularize her paring apples, with the old lady Ucivuj er vi'i eo. his grand-mother’s pantry : and
, American I Court, appear unsafe or improper.
along sMe of per, in one corner of thq wide;
examples^-the world has d ^.‘ioiitly suf kitchen chirfiney ; so I told theft) Who I her ettfee—! her coffee 1 it would cost
Sect. 2. Beit further enacted, That when
ia
1
AN ACT to change the name of New- fered from the §ffectsof then-experiments
any female, cr any person under the age of
was.’ ’’And did you not tell ’em, too, her head, if the very scent of it reached
Charleston.
upon popular credulity, to preserve their what you came for ?” eagerly enquired my the Grand Turk’s palace—and yet the la
eighteen years, shall be convicted as aBe it enacted by the Senate and House of memories in fresh and durable detestation.
dy has ft “ finished education.”
comprises a foresaid, and sentenced to imprisonment, Representatives in Legislature assembled, And we would here inquire in conclusion, father. “ No! let me go on with my story
Vermont Chron.
—where was I ? Oh, in the kitchen.—
.ssortment, on, such sentence shall be executed in the That the town of New-Charleston, in the
whether mankind have so profited from
gaol of the county, unless from the circumWell, that’s where I generally like to get.
J stances of the case such imprisonment county of Penobscot, shall be called and such lessons, as to render their recurrence But as 1 was saying, I found her and moth
There was once an illiterate but wealthy
known hereafter, by the name of Charles impossible ? Aré not the faiths of thous
¡shall, to the Conrt appear unsuitable and
er paring a few wilted up apples—so I told man in New-Jersey by the name of Beachi
town.
ands pinned upon the sleeves of political,
’em my name, and where I lived.”-—‘ Why He resided in a remote corner of a pres] inadequate,
T. :
aN
Soot.
3. Be it further enacted, That all [ Approved by the Gov’r, Feb. 23, 1827.] as well as ecclesiastical pretenders ? Is sure said the old lady, (and opened her byterian parish, of which Dr. Dickinson
Sect.
Boot and Shoe
there
not
many
a
shallowpate
in
public
of

[punishments by imprisonment in the State
mouth so wide that I thought she would was the pastor. It happened that a min
fice; raised thither by intrigue and decep
MzsCæLLâfeôïïs.
Prison, shall be by confinement to hard la.NDREWS.
have thrown off the upper half of her head) ister of the Church of England came that
tion, whose knowledge of the science of
1 bor, and not by solitary imprisonment ;
[from the Nantucket Inquirer.}
do come in and sit down by us. Here way and organized a new parish in the lim
government may be sifted through a cob Molly, do get a chair for John. John,
■ 11 Provided, That nothing herein contained
its of Which Mr. Beach Was included.
ART OF THINKING.
web—and whose qualifications as a public
k
s shall preclude the use of solitary confinePerhaps most of the errors and absurdi agent, may be reduced to the art of pour how do you do ? this is my Molly ; and I Highly delighted with the new order of
/ ment as a prison discipline, for the gov ties, into which mankind have at, various
went up and shook hands with her—her things, he became very much devoted to
ing forth a mass of frothy declamation, be
ernment and good order of the prisoners,
peribds been drawn, may be traced to a fore an audience, nine tenths of whom will hands felt as if she knew how to work ; the new minister ahd to the noVel services
the subscriber | [Approved by the Gov’r Feb. 24, 18^7.]
want of mental discipline in individuals. not take the trouble to analyze its ingre so I thought that would do pretty well. of the Church. His zeal led him to makef
count, are re»
How
many false notions of religion—how dients ? If this be the case, and if such Then I sat by ’em and began to pare ap a visit to his former minister, Dr. D. for
ter notice.
ples too. But I did not like the looks of the purpose of showing the latter his er
1 AN ACT additional to AN ACT to or- many political blunders—might, have been,
IJ. BOURN.
consequences . result from want of thought
i ganize, govern and discipline the Militia and still may be avoided, by a timely ap among the common mass of men, it is time things about me. Every thing looked dir ror, “ I have come Dr. Dickinson, to tell
of this State.
plication of intellectual reflection ! The to seek a remedy. Learn then, O reader 1 ty, and I thought the kitchen smelt dirty you that you are wrong, sir.” Ah! in
“ Why,
Sect. 1. Be it enacted, by the Senate and history of past ages, with very slight in to reflect, to examine, to compare, and to too—and I am'sure, Molly’s face was’nt what am I in error Mr. Beach
1 House of Representatives, in Legislature as terruption, presents a continuous record judge. Learn to think—and to think for clean. Thought these were mere trifles, in keeping Saturday night os holy time.”
yet I could not help observing them ; and You will have the goodness then to teU me
sembled, That so much oC‘An Act to or- of human follies and iniquities, arising pri
THYSELF. .
then Molly snuffed the candle with her fin what authority you have for saying I am
Rich has so lend gan‘ze? govern and’discipline the Militia! marily from want of thought. The world
/•
and ‘
gers, and did’nt wipe ’em, and went on par wrong in this ? ** Why, the Bib^, sir, says,
ost experienced ] of this
this Skate.
State,”
” as
as rprtiiirps
requires nvprv
every town
town and
seems not yet to have shaken off its esti
ing apples. And she looked like a sloven, “ The evening and the morning were the
and a sovereifi ¿plantation to provide and keep thirty-two mation of the physical over the mental
It has been often said that Unitarianism for.her dress was all loose and flying about first dayP Don’t you see that ?” I see
p pounds of gunpowder for every sixty-four properties of our nature—mind, compar
is a religion fitted only for the philo herears-and it looked too, as if it had nev the text indeed, but really cannot perceive
j-ENUINE s soldiers enrolled within said town or plan- atively speaking, is still in a state of degra
Station, is hereby repealed : Provided Thnt dation—and, whenever its powers have sophical and the learned, that it is not er been washed. This I did’nt like ; nor I what bearing it has upon the subject;
adapted to the cast of mind, or capable of did’nt like Molly’s mother', for she took please name another, that shall be more
¿whenever, on account of any public exi- been cultivated, much time has been squan
meeting the wants of the "poor and the snuff over the cut apples, and half of it fell obvious to ftiy understanding.
“Well,
iseases areiwgency, the Governor, with advice ofCoun- dered in senseless studies, or on themes
Physician, anLcd?
jssue ¿¡g proclamation, requiring, that can never be understood. The tal wayfaring man. The unsoundness and down into them and she blow.ed her nose sir ; “ For as Jonah was three days and
fallacy of this statement has often been with her fingers—^»4 I did’nt like the three nights in the whale's belly, so shall the
•sally ~(^the several (owns ^nd plantatjons
bg
ents that hav£ been wasted, and the brains exposed in this paper
Wc^are happy in kitchen, orI think Molly .Son of man be three days and three nights in
which have p^yporated oveusuch dry /¿inn
and >
Wr.-w-’i. CJ./p'rr'ie a
701 mu7*” '
cy~ Cie Cd.l'di. * [ ’iillL.,
subjects, as the sunparalleled ceJ'
“ Well John,’’the old man began again, sume you understand that?” No sir 1 con
» vessel of Mas'-if this act had not passed, until thyen
imeiical and ineA- Z^
e,ít? T%bxng extracts
of “ you must judge for yourself in this case. fess I cannot see what either of these texts
tHe-ie
extracts from
from the
the journal
journal of
md smoothness. ¿Governor, with advice [of Council, shall
Nobody has so much to do in a bargain of have to do With Saturday night. “ Pos
States
flight,
if
otherwise
ms might beob- j -gsue his proclamation, declaring such reMr. Badger, an Elder of the Christian this kind as you have. If you marry Mol sible ! What, the great Dr. Dickinson—>
^*5es of.the he greatly Contributed to in- !
?riaUl should ! W^ion no longer ne cessary : whereupon
Connexion, travelling in the west. The ly, you must live with her. So look well President of a College, and cannot see the
creor that p^regate of humph knowledge,
article
is published in the Gospel Lumina about you before you make yourself fast. force of that text ?” No, sir, I confess I
isinthreeorfoii? the requisition aforesaid shall ceas
- anchilitary
t|ie enjOyments of life. In !
ry, at West Bloomfield, N. Y.
" ?
A young man about, to begin in. the world am not able to understand your idea in
and twenty yean be no longer in force.
world, what evils hav<?been
the power of ev*
Sect. 2. Be it further enacted, That w! ¿n 6.ntaany apon whole nations—what mise“ I have found my former calculations should be cautious in se important epoch quoting it. “ I wish you to understand
1 be devised, i the commanding officer of a company, rais
in his life ; he stakes every thing on the this thing distinctly, and I will therefore
^mediate reliefii ed at large, shall make requisitions to the ™es isorj been inflicted upon vast num- were too small, as to the number of preach
mere throw of the dice. He may think quote to you one more text. “ On these
ers
and
brethren
in
the
west.
It
is
thought
ea Capitis (coini’eathe family of man, the causes of
lD) andallscabljf Selectmen of a town, or the Assessors of a ,’cLa’[iay be found in the ignorance or by the best, informed Elders that nearly he loves the lass he intends to marry, but two hang all the law and the prophets,”
plantation, for rations directed by law, they imbea-itV of princes and rulers, who have one hundred preachers may be added to he ought to be sure that he loves her. So therefore it is the will of God, that all law
thy children,
mercurial nature shall designate the number and names of
my report, as published in April last, and John you must remember this. You will yers and prophets should be hung. Don’t
iy be used on in- kfie members of siiqh company, belonging neXJde«ubIed themselves with thinking ?
Aiind. like the body, requires exer- several thousand to the number of saints. find yourself in a miserable predicament if you see that ?” I must give you the argu
iy circumstance ¡io such town or plantation, and certify .
produces similar effects on It is a safe and moderate calculation, to you link with one who has nothing to boast ment Mr. Beach,-—I confess I am not able
both. }hfn <ndividn{il who induj
in say, that in the several conferences situ of but those charms which please a giddy to argue with you. Mr. B. retired, pro
;ail by the follow their performance of militia duty.
' [Approved by the Gov’r Feb. 24, 1827.} hab.ts ofslo h .. 4 ind0]enee_wh(£ hour ate in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, young man. But you are not a giddy one claiming his victory over Dr. D. telling his
, Delano &W
after hour, lolls >n
stu
,J m Tennessee, Alabama and Kentucky, there neither ; I’ll say so much for you John ; astonished neighbors that the latter ac
Concord, N. »
hrs easy chair ; or loBSL alf dav o£on are three hundred preachers, and fifteen you are a farmer ; you want a farmer’s knowledged to him, that he was not able to
and JAMES K AN xAdditional Act respecting Highways.
the couch of laziness, must > ^vitably be- thousand brethren.—They all worship one daughter—one that can take care of your hold ap, argument with him !
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and
Whenever we see a man of this descrip
ountry dealers; House of Representatives in Legislature as come enervated and enslaved, x" fijood god in one person, and have no creed but house the moment she gets in it: one that
eoply sembled, That the standing committee ap creeps reluctantly through its w<. d their bible.”
can wear a sweet smiling face if things go tion, who quotes much Scripture which he
channels, and the fountains of life powdK
ever so wrong. This disposition is worth does not understand, and thinks that he
pointed in the several counties in the
F,?0 another part of the journal we have all the fine accomplishments some girls pos thereby refutes the positions of his oppo
Ointment- State, pursuant to the seventh section of less, and without excitement, seem to
i“bAillowing :
sess.—You’ll find it so, John. But accom nent, we generally feel disposed to tell him
the'4* Act to repeal an Act to establish “ Cream and mantle as the standing pool.”
‘ Nev», from the West pgjt of Virgin plishments are well enough for accomplish this story, and give him the argumentj
Courts of Sessions, and for establishing So with the mind : its latent energies must ia and eas> of Tennessee, by elder
ITCH OlNi
Gardiner Chronicle.
Courts of Sessions,” passed February the be aroused—its resources explored—and Lane, was ^[y^freshing; sectarianism ed men, not for a farmer’s son, like you,
ias stood the
John. Now John, don’t forget this. If
twenty-fifth,
eighteen
hundred
and
twen

its
faculties
brought
into
active
operation.
nt, the pncei
there is fast falling, .nd in Alabama? the you don’t have her. You tell a strange
A Bordeaux paper relates the following
ty-five may be enlarged to a number, not Without these efforts, the human intel Lord is doing wonders,
1 from 50 t0
the knowiedge story about Molly and her mother. When singular occurrence in the neighbourhood
exceeding six in any county, and such ad lect lies utterly torpid—a prey to ignorance ot one God is fast increasing and jie bas
of that city. An old woman, who had
the old woman was a young girl, she was
ditional appointment shall be made by the and weakness—and, the same bed-ridden raised up many able advocates fc* Jiis pure
formerly kept a hotel, avowed to her con
sweet
pretty
lass,
and
came
very
near
to
3illious Pi Governor, with advice of Council, when hypocondriac, a fit subject to be wrought doctrine in those regions.
being your mother, John, but your mother fessor that she had amassed a large sum of
ever, in their opinion, the public conveni upon by knaves and impostors.
“ In Kentucky, my interview with the as it is now, John, is worthy an hundred of’ money which she had kept in her house.
; have been offers ence in any county may require it. And
Like all other habits, that of thinking preachers, brethren, and friends was very-j^up that might have been her.
hem has exceed;
"
‘
‘ .
You Soon after this confession was made at th&
tations of the p whenever the said committee shall be re may be acquired, afid regulated. A cer agreeable, their kindness «nd ■ friendship
one- like her. Wut
I
i | sbo&l^lnpk
• -tw"- ^¡Lih
___ r____
if IS tribunal,of penitence, she permitted an old
firly considered! quired to perform any of the duties incident tain course of discipline is netessary to its can never be forgotten by i. LK A message : getting lat'e, John, so we had better all go pbstiflioh, who had formerly lived with her,
many virtues,
by law to their respective offices, the formation ; and ;is direction must be de was sent to me by order J* the church at to bed. See that the fire is safe, John.” to sleep in her house. About 11 o’clock
esteemed for $ Courts of Sessions, in the warrants for that termined by the various influences of im
Georgetown, seventy mile^ distant, invit- i
So my father concluded his harangue, at night some one knocked loudly at the
sa cathartic m2
;ssary-They.ai purpose, shall designate any three of the pulses, which predominate from time to ing
. . me 4.^
__a._congratulating
. » ,•
which, if it had not been eleven o’clock, door, and asked in a pitiful voice to be ad
to visit z-i
them, and
dy in all billions persons thus appointed in their several time over our peculiar feelings or condi one to the west.
| and he nodding in his arm chair, might have mitted to her hospitality for the night, be
;omach and W counties, whom they shall deem most tion. It is a fact to be deplored, that so
“ In Ohio, my visit was every where re-'; been continued for an hour longer. But I lieving herself safe by having the postilk
e, dizziness, won« suitable to perform the services required. great a proportion of our race evince a
ceived with joy. At Cincinnati th» crowd lost not a word of it, for I always regard ion in the house, the Woman opened the
are likewise an?*
Sect. 2. Be it further enacted, That an strong repugnance to the employment of was great to hear, and the prospect is good. i1 what my father saysras more worth hearing door, when in rushed a man hidden by a
diseases, removij
d by dissolvings act authorizing the Supreme Judicial Court the mind. There seems to be a sort of Our friends there will probably build a !i and attending to, than that which any oth- mask, and armed, with pistols who said,
matter, helping to lay out and alter public highways, in cer natural arersion to the labor of thinking brick meeting-house for the worship of one \• er persons utter. I bolted all the doors “ deliver your money or I will instantly*
wpetite—a sure» tain cases, passed the eighth day of Febru among mmy individuals otherwise active God in one person, in the course of next! and windows and went up to bed, and long kill you !” The poor woman at first was al
They are so accj ary, eighteen hundred and twenty-three ; and industrious. This species of apathy summer.”
Ij before I fell asleep made up my mind that most frightened to death ; but gaining a
ld hours, that tj
the fourth section of an act additional to or listlpsSiiess, is calculated to produce in
| Molly was not the girl for me. So it is little courage, conducted the robber into
er or winter,
In the closing part of the communicationj
t regard to die] the several acts, directing the method of numerable mischiefs in society. Men, who (which is dated West Mendon, Monroe Co that first impressions are generally strong the chamber where the postillion was
[■heiiopeed laying out and making provision for the re will not enjoin upon themselves the duty
whether favourable or unfavourable. If• sleeping ; he having heard them coming
•by experience^ pair and amendment of highways, passed of thinking, must expect to be priest-rid N. Y. Feb-1, 1827,) Mr. Badger says :
Molly had looked neat and tidy there is no in, hid himself behind the curtains. “ My
ther physic he«' February the twelfth, one thousand eight den, to become the dupes of all Sorts of
* Since July, I have travelled about three saying what would have become of—
money is in that closet,” said the woman,
hundred and twenty four, .and the first,sec quackery, and to abandon their dearest thousand miles, and attended about one
at the same time shewing an old piece of
A Looker out.
'* ed with a cfe
fThe Good Sari tion of an act in addition to the several acts privileges,both political and religious, to hundred meetings. My present tour has
furniture, almost hidden by a pile of linen.
now in force respecting Highways, passed the control of those diligent hypocrites, been attended with more fatigues than any
?thereon.
“ She has finished her education,” said The robber, laying his pistols on the table,
My my friend. Finished her education ! said prepared to take possession of her riches,
0' j' the twenty third day of February, eighteen who assume to themselves the possession journey that I ever performed.
'ni
,Ci OP n
V»
4 4- and
J3
Pl. _ : I—just as though a young lady’s education but the postillion, who had observed his
hundred and twenty five and all acts and of superioi mental endowments.
preaching
has been
constant,
after
Yidice
parts of acts giving to said Court authority
It is a natter of some surprise, when we meeting I have often times been constrain-1 was a stocking, of rather a bonnet, and movements, with great sang froid, took
to lay out, alter or discontinue Highways reflect upoi the ability with which every ed toengage in debate in which I have con-! now it was to be placed in the band-box, one of the pistols and shot him dead on
-2
]I have had to | to be displayed to visiters, and worn only the spot . On taking off the mask, the rob
ated Eye '«'Jj are hereby repealed : Provider!, however, sane mind s endued, that the race of man tinued until morning..
that all highways already laid out and es has, for soong a period, quietly submitted preach many sermons on disputed subjects,
on set occasions. Mr. Editor, I protest ber was discovered to be no other than
bove is
of three
hours
length ;onagainst
,i„ Wells by»:*] tablished by authority of the Supreme Ju to be govgned by knaves and tyrants in one
---- , aFCincinnati
rtgdjn-i me; uuing
up ana
nmsning
a
the doing up and finishing off a the confessor to whom the good woman
der & 7nfts-A dicial Court, shall be and remain public the shape )f bigots and despots. In all though I had several opponents present, young lady’s education with her teens— had told her secret! The postillion imme
and Boston, *< highways to all intents and purposes, until ages there ¡lave been numerous impostors they made no reply, one at Dublin, of more just at that time, wheq she begins, if she diately proceeded to the Mayor’s, and gave
¡rincipnl tow» I discontinued or altered by the Courts of of this desciption, who have studied to ac
than two hours, eight preachers but no re- ever does begin, to think. A
A young
yvuug man
uian himself up until the, affair could be investiCO'S*' Sessions in
the respective counties in quire a ftodicum of metaphysics-, or a1 -ply.
y
Ciristian
Christian Register.
‘has acquired, at one-and-tWenty, the ele- . gated,
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Portugal, and infer from the fact of Ferdi
; Wednesday feb*. 28.
year 1827, was passed.—Mr. Dickerson made
The consideration of the Cofouial Trade
nand having suddenly received the means of
an unsuccessful effort to take up the Woollen
KEWS.
equipping it, that there is some powerful
Bill. The bill taking appropriations for the bill was resumed, but was terminated by a
Military service of the United States, was motion of Mr. Tomlinson, to lay it on the ta
By the packet ship Britania, Capt. Mar supporter behind the curtain.
ÎÏINETEENTÔ CONGRESS....SECOND SESSION.
The relations with America, too, are,ob
ordered to a third reading. The bill for the ble, in consequence of the bill on tfie subject shall, arrived at Ne'w-Y'ork iron) Liverpool,
adjustment of claims of persons entitled to in being received from the Senate. The Bill whence she sailed on the 17th January, jects of solicitude, and the orders, understood
IN SENATE.
demnification under the first article of the making appropriation for certain Indian late inielligenco from Europe is received. to have been given to despatch 5 sail of the
treaty of Ghent, was, as amended, ordered Treaties, and thé Bills for the erection of We annex a summary of items extracted line'and 3 frigates tothe W. Indies, have
FRIDAY FEB. 23.
light houses and improvement of harbors, from the New York papers.—Bos. Pat.
added to, rather than decreased this feeling.
to a third reading.
COLONIAL TRADE, See.
To judge from present feelings, the money
were passed.’
The Senate resumed the consideration of
.The papers announce that the Duke of
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 28.
the bill to regulate the intercourse with the
York departed this life on the evening of the market is not likely to improve until the pub
The Colonial Trade bill was taken up and
British Colonies.—Mr. Smith’s substitute still
5th of January. . His funeral was to take lic are in possession of some further pacific
THURSDAY, MARcrf I.
further discussed. The amendment offered
pending.
It was proposed to examine certain sites in place on the 20th with great pomp and. pa intelligence. The great majority, however,
Mr. Holmes inquired if it would be in or by Mi’. Smith of Md. as modified,, on motion. the western part of the Union for an armory, rade. The Duke of York was born August is decidedly of opinion that Ferdinand will
der to amend the original bill, while the of Mr. Woodbury, was carried, nyes 32, noes similar to the one at Springfield. A bill was 16, 1763, and was next brother to the King. not be so rash as to oppose the united wishes
motion of Mr. S. was pending, and was an 10.
passed, in concurrence with the Senate, to By his death, the succession to the crown de of France and England. It is affirmed that
The several appropriation bills received locate and construct a canal in Indiana, volves upon the Duke of Clarence, and in the despatches received on Saturday from
swered by the Vice-President in the affirma
tive He then moved to amend the bill, bv from the other House were passed. Many through the public land. A debate arose on the event of his decease without issue, the Madrid, leave nothing to be settled of the
striking out the words, “ by sea,” so that the private bills were also passed.
the question to agree to. the amendment of daughter of the Duke of Kent, now eight political part of the discussions.
The Woollen bill came up, in course, as a the Senate in the military appropriation bill years old, is the heir to the throne.
restriction might be complete. Messrs.
PARIS, JAN. 13.
Holmes, Tazewell, and Macon, supported ; special order, and on motion of Mr. Hayne to which was opposed to a limitation of double
It is stated that the Duke of Clarence de
Mr. Lamb had not left Madrid on the 2d.—
and Messrs. Sanford and Johnson of K. oppos lay it on the table, there was a tie, ayes 20, rations to commanding officers. The House clines the appointment of Commander in The motive of this delay may be understood.
ed the motion ; when the question was decid noes 20, when the Vice President gave the finally agreed to the amendment of the Sen Chief of the army, and that the Duke of W el-' If England declared war against Spain, the
casting vote in the affirmative.
ed by Yeas and Nays, as follows :—
ate. Nine bills from the Senate were read lington is appointed to that place.
latter would march an army into Portugal,
The bill for the organization of the Militia and referred ;o the usual Committees. The
YEAS—Messrs. Barton, Benton, Berrien,
By the death of the Duke of York, an an .and General Clinton’s 5000 for 6000 soldiers
Branch, Chambers, Chandler, Clayton, Cobb, was on motion of Mr, Chandler, who said House then went into Committee of the nual sum of £37,000 falls to the public. The
Dickerson, Eaion, Harrison, Hayne, Holmes, there was no time for considering it this ses Whole on the state of the Union, Mr. Sprague total income of the Duke was £40,000 per would have to fight not only the 40,000 Por
tuguese which will soon be under the ivalls |
Johnson, of Ky. Johnston of Lou. King, Mc sion, laid on the table.
in the Chair. The bill from the Senate for annum, of which 3,000 a year was derived by of Lisbon, but 20,000 Spanish besides.
The bill to amend the act for the regula the gradual increase of the Navy, was taken him as Commander.in Chief.
Kinley, Macon, Randolph, Reed, Ridgely,
It was calculated that by the end of Dec. i
Rowan, Ruggles, Silsbee, Smith of Md. Smith tion of duties on imports and tonnage, was up. It was proposed to have three dry docks,
It appears, to have been doubted whether
of S. C. Tazewell, Thomas, White, Willey, taken up.—After some remarks in favor of instead of two -¡, one at Portsmouth. It was Spain would comply with the demands of the Spanish Army of Observation will amount
the bill by Mr. Silsbee, it was on motion of also moved to strike out the- section which England.—The papers contain no intelli tb 24,000 men. At Madrid, and throughout
Williams, Woodbury—32.
the whole country, a general clamour against |
NAYS—Messrs. Bateman, Bell, Edwards, Mr. Johnson of Ky. laid on the tyble.
provides for a naval academy, and after con gence relative to the negotiations, and there
Hendricks, Kane, Knight, Marks, Noble, , The bill to alter and fix the time of holding siderable debate, the motion prevailed by a had been no late authentic advices tronr England prevails". The speech and the ulti~ i
matum of Mr. Canning have had tfft* effect of
Robinson, Sanford, Seymour, Van Buren—12. the future meetings of Congress,, was taken small majority. The motion to strike but Speinor Portugal, but _ many rumours pre obliterating
all shades of oj?inion, and of rous- |
So the motion was agreed to ; as were also up and laid on the table.
this clause was opposed by Mr. Drayton and vailed, such as that Spain had rejected the I ing to the highest degree the national pride, j
two other motions made by Mr. Holmes to
’ v ’ [ Some,,troops had already set off for the '
xMr. Buchan^x- end supported by Mr. Kre ultimatum of England, asd as tjiak
7’H U R S D A
A?AR C H'l.
insert in the bill, the words “ Uppe and,”
mer, Wickiifi?1Eastman. The Hokse ited efforts to place herefof in a situation fp I frontiers of Portugal under the command of I
SerM*a] Committees were discharged from then had a shy.ciTjce6s. At the evening ses resistance. The meant tit js sal
awe,
so as to extend the restriction to both Upper
_
of pe sion, the navy lull was again taken up, and have been furnished for. this purpose by tue Field Marshal Rodil.
'And Lower Canada ; and to insert the tvords the further consideration of a rl m
iC boat or other craft,” so as to ¿k elude ves- titions, as there was not time lo act upon it was proposed in the House to retain the clergy of Spain, while others pretend that
. MANCHESTER, JAN. U.
■sels of all descriptions from carrying on tfo them ; and several bills from the House were section for a
There is no Wantfodemand either for cali- [
academy, contrary to the France is secretly giving aid.
reported.
A
report
was
made
by
Mr.
Ben

A
letter
from
London,
of
Jan.
I3th
says
—
trade.
coes or yarns; yet purchasers are not gene
vote of the Committee of the Wrhole in the
The question then occured on striking out ton, on the President’s message respecting morning; but the House refused to retain^ “ Political affairs wear a very seriohs aspect. rally disposed to give the whole of the ad- i
the bill to insert Mr. Smith’s substitute ; but the difficulty in Georgia about kinds, of the the clause, thuj agreeing with the vote of the It is now pretty certain that Spain refuses to vane#? asked by the manufacturers and spin- ;
before the vote was taken, Mr. Eaton moved 5th of Feb. concluding with this resolve, Committee of the Whole, to strike out the accede to the ultimatum of this country; if nets: but Stocks being low, there can scarce- ■
an adjournment, on which the Yeas and Nays “ that the President be requested to continue provision for a naval academy. The House so, of course, a war must take place, and as U.be a doubt of a further advance being ob- I
were 22 each. The vote being equal, the his exertions to obtain from the Creek In then resolved itself into Committee, Mr. Spain would notact as she does unless back tained in a very little time. Orders from the.
Vice President voted in the affirmative, and dians the. relinquishment of their claims to Webster in the chair, to consider the bill ed by France, it is certain that the latter U. States for the Spring trade are unusually j
lands within the State of Georgia,” and 3000 respecting the the distribution of money paid must sooner or later take an active part in it. large.
the Senate
Adjourned.
copies were ordered to be printed. The Sen- by G. Britain under the treaty of Ghent. The church party seem now determined to
DISASTERS.
a’e proceeded to the choice of a p'» inter; the The bill for appropriations for the Indian de make a stand, and endeavor to put down civil
SATURDAY, FEB. 24.
The packet ship Panthea, Hathaway, from .
After the despatch of local papers, and House had before chosen Gales and' Seaton. partment was also considered. The House and religious liberty wherever their power N. York, for Liverpool, was stranded in at- j
reading two Appropriation bills, from the On the second ballot, Mr. Green, editor of the then adjourned«.
tempting to make a harbor in Holyhead Bay, j
can reach.
The London Courier remarks—the inten on the 14th of January, 20th day out—her |
other House, the Senate took up the follow Telegraph, had 23 votes, and G. 8c S. 22; and
tions of the cabinet of Madrid remain a pro sails having all been blown from the yards in *
ing resolution, accompanying the report of 2 or 3 other, votes were given. No person
FRIDAY, MARCH 2.
having a majority of all the votesj it was
Mr. Holmes, on the subject of
A report was made on sundry petitions for found secret—are enveloped in, apparently, a tremendous gale off the Head. Thepassen- '
agreed to omit voting again.—the navy ap surveys of routes for roads and canals, and impenetrable mystery. There is nothing gers and crew were all saved, as were some f
FRENCH SPOLIATIONS.
Resolved, That the President of the Uni propriation foil was passed with an amend laid on the table. The Secretary of the Na- demanded of Spain by this country, whiclr of her letters and one box of gold. The car- i
ted States be requested to procure the evi ment ; and the bill from the House, appro vy was directed to ascertain the quality of A- Snam may not with honor to herself and ad go consisted of between 10 and 11,000 bush
dence and documents relating to the claims priating $30,000 for repairing, and preserving merican hemp compared with Russian. The vantage to Europe, comply. It is clear, how els of Indian corn, about 300 bales of cotton,, i
of our citizens against France, previously te the Cumberland road, was also passed ; but House concurred with the Senate in amend ever, that such is not the opinion of Ferdi about 100 bls. apples, and 2 boxes of gold. I
the Convention of the 30th September, 1800, not' without opposition. The bill was called ments to the bill for light houses; and in a- nand or his advisers, or an unhesitating com The ship, freight,,and most of the cargo were t
and to cause an abstract of the claims, and of up for making an appropriation for a road, mendments to some other bills, viz. for p. road pliance would have been the irhmediate con insured in New-Ybrk. The letter bags sav- j
the evidence and documents, to be laid be- through Michigan, but was finally laid on in Michigan awl for improving harbours, &c. sequence of those demands. The delay ed reached Liverpool, previous to the sailing
€oi*e the Senate at the commencement of the the table. Bills for the relief or benefit of Mr. Drayton made an unsuccessful effort to win ch has intervened, can have arisen only of the Britannia. sundry individuals were passed.
A letter from Liverpool, of the 17th, says.
first session of the next Congress.
take up the bill for reducing the military es from conscientious or sinister scruples. We
A debate ensued-—Mr. Chandler hoped
tablishment of the U. States. The bill re own our experience does not teach us to re —“ I am concerned to inform you that during
FRIDAY, MARCH 2.
the gale of the 14th, the ship Samuel Robert
the resolution would be so amended as not to
specting trade with British Colonies was then pose faith in the former supposition. ,
The resolution on the Georgia difficulty taken up. An amendment was madb to it,
It was rumored in London on the 13th, son, from Charleston, went ashore between '
pledge Congress in future to pay these claims.
—Messrs. Tazewell, White, and Smith, op was passed. This day, the V. President, after some det te, which provides that after that a small naval armament was about to Helensburg and the Hill of Admore, (oppo- (
posed the resolution, on the grounds that it agreeably to notice before given, resigned Dec. 31, cur restrictive acts of April, 1818, proceed io the West Indies, consisting of five site Greenock) and is bilged. A letter re- i
was unjust and useless, and could not be dis the chair for the residue of the session—and and of May,M 320, be .revived, unless the sail of the line, one 50 gun ship, and two frig- ceived this morning informs us, that prepar- I
cussed without prejudice to other subjects of Mr. Macon was chosen President pro. tern, British8 minister should make a satisfactory ates. The direction, they say, has been en ations are making to carry the cargo to Gias- J
more importance. Mr. Holmes defended by a majority of 11 votes. A bill for repairs arrangement with our envoy before that time. trusted to Sir T. Hardy, and it will be com govv.”
the resolution, which, he said, was merely to and alterations in the capitol passed. Tlye The acts of 1818 and 1820 induced England posed of a detachment from the ships in the
-BELFAST, JAN. 7.
obtain the papers on the claims as evidence, bill allowing the- importation of brandy in in 1822 to open her ports to our vessels» It Tagus. The object of course has not been
The Atlantic, Fosdick, from New York, ’
which had been put into the hands of the small casks wae read a third time and pas was also propored to repeal the act of March made public, but in private circles it is well struck 1st inst. on Luke’s Point Rocks, about
Government, and which it was due to the sed. The Senate agreed to the amendment 1823, to which the British, has always object known that should a war of principle arise in a mile east of Bangor, where she beat abou‘
claimants to produce and investigate. He of the House to strike out the provision for a ed. The amendment was adopted, by 80 to Europe, the blockade of the Havana will be five hours, but got over before high water, !
said the facts would prove, that the Claim naval academy—But1 the Senate adhered to 56. The bill was taken up which makes ap a primary object with government. It is and came to anchor in Man of War R< >ad
ants were entitled to something; and that their proposal of two dry docks instead of propriations for the public buildings, and to therefore not improbable, t'fi^t anticipating She piak ts water m
tfor emddiifoi is"
.elv ' foG^ moyle, .where she lies in safety. wed
the United States did release thos« claims in >thre;
three. The Presides'
*he.papers th".- v-’<b the i-'-fo fofo ?yec'F.-l. A Cow, of■ «ho
.ds the ¿eparaiiou of (■'
negotiating wit’
'*•'’? :e:?
-v
-fo ’ Cunforwik« W'-- •'ay.fooLjp
sruerarion, anoTiad paid the cla.mants noth-f names of persons were* agreed to he placed disagreed tb the proposal bi vuv er country ; but, whetlu
,
CORK, JAN. 2.
on the pension list. The British Colonial have only
\ two dry*
fo docks.
'
’
* message
A
frofo^fofomed to become a coloir
ing.
The Liverpool Packet, from Virginia^ laden'
On motion of Mr. Xing, the report and Trade Bill was now received from the House, the
-1- - President,
T1—:J — *■ with papers
o from Georgia, . Kingdom, or an indepencp^
Cith flour took fire y esterday in this harbor,
with amendments—z\nd it was moved to was received and committed. The bills were pend on circumstanufo«^^,
resolution were assigned for Tuesday next.
and notwithstanding e'very exertion, only
agree
to
the
same,
but
it
was
ordered
to
lay
vve
are
given
to
vridtfo,
Cpfo
fo
taken
up
for
allowing
land
in
Indiana
and
Il

small part of her cargo and materials have
COLONIAL TRADE.
to Ufo ^a\
Mr. Smith, of Md. addressed the Senate at the bill on the table till afternoon. A com linois, to make canals in. those States—-But soldier will be
been saved.
great length, in support of the arguments ad mittee of Conferénce w.as appointed to meet they were opposed and referred to the eve qqest of the people.
LIVERPOOL, JAN. 17.
Thefofoataning Chronicle 6^11
vanced by him, on a former occasion, and in one of the House on the subject of dry docks. ning session, when they were read a third
id
S> ce our last, (of the 9th,) this town has
answer to the speech of Mr. Johnston, of The bill to regulate the Trade with the Brit time and passed. It was agreed to present it is confidently reported in w P°
‘Sa been visited by violent gades. On the 13th
Lou. He had not, he said, on a former oc ish Colonies was called up—and the amend bills to the President for his approval on the circles, that an important ministfded
.nd and 14th the water reached as high as the
ment offered by the House was considered.. last da}», Saturday. The House receded is about to take place. LordLan\av(
casion, censured the Administration.
che houses between Prince’s Dock and the YTeoMr. Berrien said, he preferred the amend Mr. Johnson advocated and-Mr. Berrien op from its proposal for more than two dry docks, two of his friends, are it is said, U f
the mans. The want of dock room compelled a
ment offered by the Senator from Maryland, posed it. The House had proposed to pro and acceded to the bill of the Senate, after place of three Ultra-Tory Membc «r
great number of inward bound Am. and other
hibit
our
ports
to
British
vessels,
except
they
some debate, and from a fear the bill would Cabinet, of whom Lord Bathurst is t .
to the bill as reported, because it was more
There is a deficiency of £1,923,M fan vessels to remain in the river several days.
conciliatory in its character; but required would allow us to carry our own products to be lost. It was now announced that the Senate
The whole, however rode out the galeB
thitir ports, as they did themselves—The adhered to its amendment of the British Co- English revenue for the year ending^
ar' with
amendment.
the exception of the Amethyst, which
Mr. Woodbury offered an amendment, as motion to agree with the House was nega lonial Trade Bill, and would not agree to the 1827, as compared with the precedirfo,
broke
her anchor and was safely got into
a third section to Mr. Smith’s amendment, tived, 25 to 20. The House also insisted on amendment offered by the House. It was The deficiency in the consolidate^ „ 7_ dock; and the Globe, which slipped her ca
amounted
on
the
5th
Jan.
1827,
tp^
its
own
amendment
:
and
the
Senate,
on
mo

moved to adhere and have a conference.
the substance of which was, that if before the
bles, and was driven with great force against
<o be marched the wall of the Prince’s Dock pier, but
131st day of December next, Great Britain tion of Mr. Randolph, insisted on its former This Was opposed by Mr. Forsyth, and sup lions sterling.
disagreement.
A
Com»
of
Conference
was
1
lie
Austrian
troops
w^^
a
b
ou
t
^i
ie
midported by Mr. Webster, who preferred the
■should remove her prohibitions, and impose
through the active exertions of Capt; Dixey,
out of the Neapolitan kj^were to be station her foresail was soon hoisted and she pro
or levy no higher duties upon our commerce named by the ràair—-Mr. Smith, of S. C. bill should be lost, than have it passed as
Johnson,
of
L.
and
Tazewell.
The
Com.
mended
by
the
Senate.
The
House
voted,
die of April next. er; jtaly, to form an ar- ceeded up the river, when she went on shore
than upon her own, the President might, by
Proclamation, suspend altogether, the opera soon after reported, that they could not to adhere io its amendment, and-a Com. of ed on the Po, nr at the eXpense of the king near the Dingle; The Br. brig Westbury *
agree
with
the
Committee
of
the
House.
myofobserv’
‘
Conference
was
appointed
by
the
House.
A
tion of the acts named in the secondsection of
from N. York, is ashore at the same place.
Mr. Smith’s amendment.—Mr. W. explained Several bills not of very general importance bill was passed for an arsenal at Augusta, °f/5aPlerepcrtedthat peace had been effect- The Oglethorpe, from Savannah, was driven
passed.
Maine. The House went into Committee of AfoYween Russia and Persia, through the onshore near the Rock Ferry, without an I
his motion at some length.
the Whole, Mr. M’Duffie in tire chair, to .mediation of England. This report, howev chors or cables. The Courier, dragged her
Mr. Van Buren followed, and spoke at con
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. consider several bills for relief of individuals er, was improbable, as the Russians were anchor and was driven from the entrance^ of [
siderable length.
The Com. on Conference now reported*''^, putting all the troops in their southern prov Prince’s to- nearly opposite George’s dock,,
FRIDAY, FEBc'SS.
Mr. Johnson of Lou. replied to the remarks
©fMessrs. Smith, Berrien, and Van Buren, Spoliations on Commerce ofthe Untied States they could not agree with- the Sena^’. •' inces in motion.
where she continued in safety.
and placed in an opposite light, the conduct
Mr. Everett, from the Committee on For debate arose, arn'- it was voted to „-f
A report was current at Lyons that a rev
It is believed none of the. American vessels
its
own
former
decision,
and
norfo
.
of the Executive.
eign Affairs, made a report on this interest
olution had broken out ai Lyons and tlpat were injured. The Globe and Westbury
substitute offered by the Sefopb °X
Mr. Berrien explained, and Mr. Johnston ing subject.
Sultan Mahmoud had had ins throat cut. were discharging part of their cargoes on
75 to 65. At haf • past J. f
replied, and further vindicated the course of
The report probably is unfounded.
Monday, and it was expected they would be
ing, the House
1S, t/-,, h
the Executive.
got off after being lightened.
"
*
SATURDAY, FEB. 24.
probable the Br^<^
GREECE.
Mr. Edwards said, the fact was worth con
-Vet as the rule was susPublishers
of
the Laws. Mr. Houston oc nnf t
The Turks, we are informed, have at
!
sideration, that the President could not ac cupied the hour on the resolution on this sub peiMed foWSr< an^bUls to be Passed
length raised the seige of the citadel of Ath
MAS ABTI(%£S
cept the terms offered by England, because ject. Mr. Wright had the floor in reply.
possible th#»
the Senate and ens, and retired from Attica. If this be true,
the
last
day,
it
is
Congress had declared against them.
On motion of Mr. Webster the daily hour House agreed fowl'issing it on Saturday morn- as there is much reason to hope, it will relieve
MONTPELIER, FEB. 27.
’
Mr. Chambers objected to the proposition
Mr. Miller, at the request of the Executi ve
the friends of Greece from much anxiety.
of Mr. Van Buren, as if. the -interdict took of meeting was fixed for 10 o’clock, the sit ing*
ting to terminate at 4 o’clock, ah&tb be r<3Oiieamendmei proposed in the House (by
Accuuiits from Cbnsta’fcthwple are to tiie Committeeofthe N. Y. Greek Fund, has acplace as proposed by him, it would only ap sumvd
fotlnx ptiiicipal
after 16th Dec. The Turkish fleet waslaid up for cepted the appointment of agent to return to
av 6 o’clock, daily.,
ply to the freejiojAs- while t >»«* c h
jnajwtrrrreillo ^Vnday.
foy
was
negatived,
which
Greece in charge of the free -will offerings of !
that of'Mr. W
the winter on the 6th.
would still remain, and the traffic wAdci-foe
went to leave op the trade with Canada,
A private letter from Alexandria, of Nov. his countrymen, consisting principally of
carried on through them.
MONDAY, FEB. 2&,;
|els
should,
before
the
1st
is, that if our ve ..... ......
22, says—“ Yesterday and to day the Egyp food and clothing, with which a vessel. is to
After some conversation between Messrs.
Tomlinson, Chairman of the Commit of Oct. be. allowed to carry tothe British co tian fleet set sail for the Morea. It consists be freighted, to sail in about six weeks. Ac
Woodbury, Chambers, Tazewell, Van Buren teeMr.
on Commerce, opened the discussion of lonial ports any articles the growth or manu of about 30 Turkish vessels, 30 Turkish trans quainted, as Mr. Miller is, with the conditions '■
and Johnston, the question was then taken the bill to regulate the trade with the British
On the first branch of Mr. Smith’s motion, to Colonies, in a very succinct and able view of facture of the U. States, which the British ports, and twenty-seven European trans and unparalleled sufferings of a peonle in
permit in their own vessels then the Presi ports, 23 of which are Austrian, 3 Sicilian, whose perils and privations he has shared, to
strike out, and was agreed to, as follows :
the commercial policy of Great Britain, its
YEAS—Messrs. Barton, Benton, Berrien, influence On the U. States, and the course dent be authorized to declare our ports open and 1 Ionian. They have not embarked any return the bearer of his country’s bounty, to
Bouligny, Branch, Chandler, Cobb, Dicker- which a regard to our interests calls upon us to the British—Ifo the bill as amended by troops, but a quantity of ammunition, stores, the half naked and famishing Greeks, from
the Senate, provides to continue the discrim and three millions of francs. It is said that whom he has been separated for a season,,
son, Eaton, Findlay,. Hayne, Holmes, John to adopt.
inating duties, but not to prohibit the British the Pacha is extremely anxious for the ter must be a most grateful and acceptable ser 
son, of Kv. Kane, King, McKinley, Macon,
At the evening session, several private bills
Marks, Randolph, Reed, Ridgely, Rowan, passed through committee, among which vessels to our ports till December, because mination of this war. Egypt is ruined and vice. The Committee, we think, could not
Smith, of Md. Spilth, of S. C. rI azewell, Van was the bill to provide for the settlement of the present difficuky was owing to our not depopulated, the treasures of the Padia are have selected a more suitable or faithful aWatchman.
Buren, White,’Williams, and Woodbury— claims under the Florida Treaty, which was meeting the offer? 4 the British ministry be consumed,, and there is- a want of troops to gent.
fore, and such a course was also conciliating send to the Morea» In my opinion the
29.
ordered to be engrossed.
and most likely to restore us eventually to the Greeks have henceforth little to fear from
A disturbance took place among the actors
NAY'S—Messrs. Bateman, Bell, Chambers,
trade now suspend- i. The substitute offered Egypt. As to commerce, it languishes— at the Theatre in Harrisburg, Penn, on the
Chase, Clayton, Edwards, Harrison, Hend
by the Senate, it was also said, was agreeable nothing is done.”
TUESDAY, FEB. 27.
23d ult. Mr. Lillibridge, for whose benefit
ricks, Johnston, of Lou. Knight, Mills, No
The House resolved itself into committee to the principle recognized in the original re
To the foregoing we oppose the accounts the performance was on that evening, had
ble, Robbins, Ruggles, Sanford, Seymour,
Bost. Gaz.
of the whole on the state of the Union, when port on the subject.
from Constantinople, which state, that the compiled a play called Tancred. He came
Silsbee, Thomas, and Willey—19.
Vice Roy of Egypt was firmly resolved to upon the stage and seated that the actors had
Before the question was taken on inserting' the Colonial Bill was discussed. Mr. Maltary having moved to amend the bill in the
formed a conspiracy to turn the piece into
continue the war against the Greeks.
Mr.,Smith’s amendment, the Senate
fifth line of the first section, by inserting the
On the motion of Mr. Hayne, in the Sen
Greece suffers dreadfully by famine. Fab- ridicule, by omitting some parts and reciting
Adjourned to Monday.
words “ by sea,” Mr. Pearce and Mr. Cam- ate of the U. States to lay the Woollen Bill vier had retired to Methuna with 500 men.
parts of other plays. He offered to return,
breleng opposed the amendment, and Mr. on the table, the effect of which is to post
The Greek Deputies have removed from their money to those who desired it. On>
MONDAY, FEB. 26.
Strong advocated it. Thediouse then took pone it indefinitely, there were 20 votes for the Island of Paros to the Egina.
leaving the stage, one of the performers
The committee on the Militia reported the a recess till six o’clock.
and 2J against. The V. President, as Presi
Ibrahim Pacha, the Turk, falling upon a struck, him down with a sword and laid him
bill for the adoption of a system of artillery,
After the recess, the discussion on the Co dent of the Senate, gave his vote in favour of few Christians in the act of celebrathg mass, senseless on the stage. The confusion and*
cavalry, and infantry exercise.
lonial Bill was resumed, when the amend the motion of Mr. Hayne, by which the bill cut them all to pieces.
alarm were very great.
ment of Mi’. Mallaty was agreed to. The was postponed.
Ib.
Lord Cochrane left Geneva for Italy on
TUESDAY,
27.
committee then rose and reported the bill as
the 22d December.
Cruelty.-—A man was arrested in Phila
The bill for the preservation and repair of amended. The first amendment, inserting
LONDON, JLN. 15.
delphia on the 26th ult. for forcing a horse to
The Americans. ;.t the Havana have peti
the Cumberland Road, was read twice and the words “ by sea,” was then disagreed to,
People in the city look with mucl anxiety draw three cords of nine wood upon a wageny
referred. The bill making appropriations but before any other proceedings were taken, tioned Congress to have a Consul recognized
to the movements of the Spanish irmy hi for afoat
for the support of the Government, for the the House adjourned.
there, as the French and Dutch have.
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ions which disclose those orders and eiuoin
At, a Court
ite hell at keun
that secrecy, and which in fact reached this
OBXTUABT,
place by the public prints even before Lieut.
within and for the County of York, on the
Vinton had an opportunity to deliver your
sixth day of March, in the year of oud
tica, too, are.w
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven
MARCH 10,18&7. despatch. You mistake the character of the
¡ELIZABETH AFOREH, Widow of Joaif
people of Georgia.—Officers of the United
tch 0 sail „(■?
Documents.—By the polite attention of States, engaged in the performance of their
J Storer, late qf. Wells, in said County,
'v- IW
deceased,; having presented a petition for
lsed this fe?
Hon. John Holmes, we have received a copy lawful duties have only to deport themselves
allowance to be made hef out of the personal
as gentlemen to find the same security and
of
the
Report
of
the
Committee
of
the
Sen

estate of said deceased;
protection in Georgia, as under the ajgis of
.until th"?
3
Bt LAST EVENING’S MAIL
ate on the petitions of Joseph Emerson and the government at Washington.
ORDERED, that the . said Elizabeth give
further
J0Syyh»4
notice to all persons interested, by causing
many others, praying remuneration for losses I have the honour to be your obedient servant
LATEST
FROM
EUROPE.
DIED—In York, Margaret, wife of Mr. a copy of this order to be published three
G. M. TROUP.
ItidinandJ I
sustained by them from 1793 to 1800 inclu
We last evening received by the Provi George, Williams, aged 41.
Hon. James Barbour,
J I
weeks successively in' the Kennebunk Ga
sive, by captures and other injuries under au
In Kennebunk-port, since our last, Mrs. zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
dence Stages, New-York Papers of Wedqes. Secretary of War.
^affirmed j
Sarah Davis, aged 78 .years.__ Stephen appear at. a Probate Court to be held at Ken
day:
Bost. Pal. of yesterday.
thority of the French Republic. Annexed
Executive Department, Geo. >
1 Saturday
Liverpool papers, to Feb. 1, have been re I owne, Esq. aged 37, for many years Post nebunk, in said County, on the second Tues
>e settled*!
to this Report is a list of such of these claims,
Milledgeville, 17th Feb. 1827. $
ceived
at
N.
York.
Master in that village.
day of May . next, at ten of the clock in the
ons.
’
Ordered, that the Attorney and Solicitor
(444 casés in all) as have come to the knowl
In Wells, 3d inst» suddenly, Mr. Jotham forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have/
The intelligence from the Greeks is favor
General
of
this
State,
in
every
instance
of
edge of the Secretary of State. It may be
Clark.
able.
They
had
gained
advantages
on
land
why an allowance should not be made.
complaint made of the arrest of any surveyor,
JAN' 13
■dridon the 2d,\ 1
examined at our Counting Room.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
engaged in the survey of the lately acquired and sea. The N. Y. frigate had entered on J* Waltham, lst ins&-‘ Fion- CHRISTO
be undentJ
PHER.
GORE,
aged
69.
duty.
Cochrane
was
again
on
his
way
to
CoAy—Attest,
territory, by any civil process, under thè au them.
?ai.nst SpainltJ
In
Gorham,
27th
ult.
Lieut.
Lewis
Bracket,
GEO. THACHER, Reg3r.
thority of the Government of the United
ONE DAY LATER.
Talleyrand has been assaulted at Paris by aged 25. Mrs. Martha Towle, aged 68.
March. Iff.
y inK pw
or 6000 soil
London papers of the 16th of January have States, to take all necessary and legal meas aman who stupidly accused him of having
In
Cornish,
Royal
Harmon,
aged
19,
son
of
been received at New-York. Lisbon papers ures to effect the liberation of the person so employed him (the man) to assassinate Na Mr. Samuel Harmon.
7 the 40,000 d
At a Coiirt of Probate held at Kennebunk,
arrested, and to bring to justice either by in poleon.
to the 2d, containing official intelligence of dictment
within andfor the County of York, on the,
or otherwise the officers or parties
several actions having been fought between
Spain
continued
to
promise.
sixth day of March, in the year of'our
the Constitutional and Rebel Sprees, had been concerned in such arrestatici! as offenders aAdvices
from
Lisbon
to
Jan.
19.
Five
the end of M
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
gainst the laws and violators of the peace and
received in London.
English
Soldiers
and
a
Sargent
were
assassin

ationwiHamoj
WTEDEDIAH TRIPP, Administrator of
security of the public officers and
Some of the London papers say there was personal
ated on the night of the 9th, in different
, and through
citizens
of
this
State
—
That
they
give
pro

W the estate of Eastman PIuTCHiNs,late
a struggle in the Cabinet with respect to the fessional advice and assistance in their de streets.
I clamour again«
of Alfred, in said county, deceased ; having
appointment of a new Commander in Chief. fence against any prosecution or action which
The Portuguese Council refused to ratify SHIP
¡ech and theuta
presented
a petition for license to sell so much
Mr. Canning supported the claims of the
‘ had
effect^
ofJhe real estate of said deceased, as will
may be instituted against them as officers in .the nomination, by the Regent, of Marshal
Duke
oFCambridge,
and
Lord
Wellington
Beresford,
as
Military
Commander
in
Portu

hion, andofro»!
raisfe the sum of seven hundred: ninety-six
service of the state, and that they prompt
relied on his own influence and fame. The the
e national pii
ly make known tò this Department their acts gal, and he was en his rets.m to England.
i
a”d forty four cents, for the payment
latter,
it
was
supposed
would
succeed.
Several
disputes
have
between
the
7 set off for
of his just debts and incidental charges.
and doings in th® premises. It is’ moreover
Great
preparations
were
making
for
the
MARÜ&ML
soldiers
of
the
British
and
the
inhabi

the commanij
ORDERED, that the said Administ.rxtor'
fimeral solemnities of the late Duke of York. Enjoined on the ci' ;l magistrates of this State, tants.
give notice to all persons ■ interested, . by
Some improvement has taken place, and paving competent jurisdiction of the same,
The
Military
have
had
th
quell
new
dis

MEMORANDA.
causing a copy of this order to be published
ESTER, JAN.lti I
Considerable sales have been effected, in the w be aiding and assisting in enquiring into turbances at Manchester.
Saco, Feb. 28—zlr. sip. Enterprize, Gill- three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
cause of every such arrest or detention as
nd either fora
article of calico, at Belfast. No material al the
patrick,
Newburyport
;
March
1st,
schr.
Mr.
Wier,
the
Am.
Messenger,
had
arriv

that the person may be discharged
Gazette, printed.at Kennebunk, that they
srs afenqtfej
teration had occurred in the prices of cotton. aforesaid,
Maria, Johnson, do.; Tom, Farnum, do.; 2d, may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
forthwith if illegally or unjustly detained, ed in England with despatches.
vhole of the ai
sip.
Otho,
Weeks,
do.;
5th,
schr.
Marcia,
Stocks
and
Business
in
England
and
France
LONDON MARKET, JAN. 16.
and in affording such redress to the aggriev
York, in said County, on the third Tuesday of
bturers and si I
Murch, Boston.—Sid. 3d, sell. Maine, Nason, April next, at ten of the Clock in the fore
The business in cottons, last week, was ed or injured party as by law he may be en continued nearly as at the previous dates.
there can scare.1
New-York ; schs. Azof, Smith, Boston ; Yor noon, and she w cause, if any they have, why
quite extensive ; of 12,000 bales put up at the titled to receive.
dvaqce being cl.
ick, Leavitt, do.; Speed, Gray, do.; Abigail, the said License should not be granted.
East India sale, on Friday, 9620 were sold.
By the Governor,
Orders from th
Leavitt, Newburyport; Fame, Seavey, Port
The Sugar market was very languid last
. JONAS CLARK, Judge.
E. H. PIERCE, Sec’y.
We received an Extra Intelligencer yes land ; brig Gov. Parris, Perkins, New-York ;
ade are unusui ; week, and sales a shade lower; it opened
Copy—Attest,
terday, announcing the completion of the ses sip. George, Milliken, Newburyport.
HEAD QUARTERS.
with
more
briskness
this
Morning.
The
cof

GEO. THACHER, Reg^r,
sion of Congress in the afternoon of the 3d
S.
Milledgeville, Feb. 17,1827.
fee market was very dull last week ; the pri
March 10.
inst. between 4 and 5 P. M. The night pre
, Hathaway,frtj i ces aboutthe same.
Ar. at Newburyport, 3d, sch. Abigail, Saco.
ORDERS.
vious both Houses had sat till between 2 and
1 stranded in j1
Ar. at Holmes’ Hole, 4th, schr. Ossipee, WTOTICE is hereby given to the heirs of
The Major General commanding the 6th 3 o’clock.
n Holyhead Bai
Emmons,
17 days from Antigua, of and for
NEW-YORK, MARCH 5.
the estate of DANIEL COOK, late of
and
7th
Divisions
will
immediately
issue
or

r,/rhe^œs for re^ucingA^be duties on Salt, Saco.—She passed Holmes’ Hole Jan. 1-6, on
th dav out-ht;,
FROM CURACOA.
ders
to
hold
in
readiness
the
several
regi

1 eas, Coffee and Wines-^for raising the du her passage* from New-Yfork for Saco, lost York, in the county of York, deceased, and all
from the yards,
We have received by the Gen. Paez a copy ments and battalions within their respective ties on Woollens—for an Exchange of Stock
others concerned—That Daniel Junkins
ad. The pass«
of a decree of the King of the Netherlands, commands, to repel any hostile invasion —for compensating the Revolutionary Offi both anchors on the beach of Cape Cod, and has presented to me the subscriber, Judge of
?d, as were sonj i making Curacoa a free port, together with a of
was
blown
off
the
coast
with
loss
of
sails
—
ar

the Court of Probate, within and for said coun
the territory of this State. Depots of arms
f gold. The» l copy of the existing tariff, and some reflec and ammunition central to each division will cers—and for regulating the Co&nial ’Trade rived at Antigua 4th ult. and sailed again ty, an instrument purporting to be the last will
sleep on the tables of Congress.
14th.
and 11,000 biisi,
tions of an intelligent person there on them. be established in due time. and testament of the said Daniel Cook, and
The Colonial Bill has been lost by the dis
0 bales of cotfy
Sailed from Portsmouth, 3d, brig Boston, that the third Tuesday of April next, is as
He states that the imports from the United
By the commander in chief.
agreement between the two Branches, the
2 boxe$ of
States are nearly all articles of primary ne JOHN W. A. SANFORD, Aid de Camp. Senate rejecting the amendment ofthe House Frazier, West Indies.
signed to take the Probate thereof, at a Pro*,
of the cargo
Ar. at Belfast,----- Moulton, of Kittery,
cessity, and, on a comparison with the former
bate Court then to be held at York, aforesaid,
The President in his last message to Con by the following vote. The question being from Frankfort.
e letter bagssstariff, the duties on American produce, in
when and where they may be present and
on its adoption.—Yeas, 20^Nay& 35.
ous tn the safe I
Cid. at New-York, Feb. 27, brig Mexico, shew cause, if any they have, why the same
stead ofbeing removed, have been increased gress says that instructions have been given
precisely the same stAe of affairs ex Fairfield, of this port, for Savannah.
in almostevery article from 50 to 75 per cent. to the Attorney and Marshal of the United istsSo,
should
not be proved, approved and allow
as at the commencement of the session
Sid. from Charleston, 19th ult. brig Com. ed as the last will and testament of said de
ofthe 17th, ssi,
The write? suggests the propriety of with States in the District of Georgia, to com
—
and
the
laws
of
Congress
rule,
subject
to
Preble,
Merrill,
Hamburg.
mence
prosecutions,
against
the
surveyors
n you that diw;
holding shipments’ to that place, as the in
ceased.
Sid. from Bristol, R. 1. brig Missionary, _ Given under my hand at Kennebunk, this
> Samuel Rdn.
habitants are without any means of produc complained of, as having violated the laws. the result of negotiations.
Bos...
^Palladium.
These
instructions
are
published.
In
the
Lord,
of
this
port,
for
New
Orleans.
: ashore betw
tive indusry, and the island has produced
sixth day of February, in the year of our Lord
At St. Jago, Cuba, 11th, ult. brig Agenoria, eighteen' hundred and twenty-seven.
Admore, (opp
nothing fortheir-support for the last 7 years. letter of the Secretary of Aar to the District
SAT'UfiOAr,
MARCH'S.
Attorney,
he
is
instructed
by
order
of
the
Mitchell,
of
and
from
this
port,
just
ar.
;ed. A letter^
They are afeo oppressed with taxes and pri
JONAS CLARK.
President “ without a moment’s delay to pro
At St. Thomas, Feb. 7, sch. Alert, Perkins,
> us, that prepa
vations of exery kind.
March 3.
Georgia and the United States.
of
York,
for
Martinique,
next
day.
ceed
to
obtain
the
proper
process,
with
which
re cargo to Gb,
■The GoEeinment issued a new currency at
Mr. Everett, from the. Select Committee
At Havana, Feb. 16, George, Lewis, Eu
the begirningof the year, consisting of silver to arrest them [the surveyors who have en
and
copter coins. The lowest of the formdr tered the lands of the Creek Indians,] which to which w’as referred twe Messages from rope, 2 or 3.
ELEAST, À.7,
the
President
of
the
United
States,
with
res

is value! at one fiftieth of a dollar, and that process you will cause to be delivered to the
from New Yorl(
York ss FW^HE Creditors
VESSELS SPOKEN.
of the liter at One five hundredth. Its in Marshal of ■ the District, that they roay be olutions of the Legislature of Georgia and
oint Rocks, ata
iork, ss. |
-NASCPo, *ate ofSanmrd, in
Jan. 25,lat. 27, 44, ship Gen. Pike, of this said County of T^.^eased, are hereby
trinsic/ahie beyond the limits of Curacoa made amenable to the law.” In the letter to other documents, relating to the controversy
•e she beat aboi
^Quld te a “ hidden treasure” to its possessor. the Marshal, he is charged on receiving the as to. the right to certain lands lying within port, from Havre, for New Orleans.
fore high wa^i
notified tMgSg
du®
Feb. 11,15 miles from Havana, brig Ulyrs- 1 ouiAitedz rankfort, x toia•«*«..’ife.
executing it. the limits of the State of Georgia, occupied
It' istF? witIlsta.ndinS» a le?al tender, and the T’kt<eJS’ L
i of War IM
claimed by the Grqsk. Indians, made a ' y!
/:-/'■
N
;
uA
,
—y .• A?®'-- S’M- f,Mfs#essaye declared^ that and
„ueasrf» • .her- '/
County,'AJrpm there the precedingL^^' j
y.oar
■■■
A-„d. 3 m h’^ielay vengeance no longer r
L;; „mG’ ‘wnii
dffc^u’hAhe alternative of either making this
uvicuxta repute ftierdon, recom for B»?eWen.
and that six months are’aTTowetf to the cred
lies in safety. |
28th, iat. 34, Ion. 68, Qom. Preble, of this itors to hand in and prove their claims, and
money ^r of paying the purchaser a heavy th
o* ueüMaSpw*-—-r~ —- mending
men
the adoption of the following reso
Uk-, , '
w
port, 9 days from Charleston for Hamburg.
discount for Spanish dollars.
gauofe»
ifents, and“ if the laws of toe lutions :
CORK, JAN. 2,!
that the Commissioners will attend to the ad
Capt. Clarke informs that the^e had been will cS*' faltered, a superadded obli)in Virginia^
1. Resolved, That it is expedient to pro
justment and allowance of the claims against
much rain at Curacoa, which h^d a favoura States to^han that of human authority cure a cession of the Indian lands in the lim
ay in this harboi,
said estate at the office of William L. Walk
PHOBATZ HOT2CM
ble effect in the country. He also states that ties nf -he fcbe Executive of the United its of Georgia.
exertion, only J
er, in said Sanford, on the last Friday and
the
Government
was
fortifying
the
place,
300for that pAce ^le
an^ fulfil the dud materials ba«
2. That until a cession is procured, the At a Court of Probate held at York, within Saturday of March, and first Saturday in Au
men being employed for tdiat purpose when military
by all thd force committed laws of the land, as set forth in the Treaty
and for the County of York, on the seventh gust next, from one till four o’clock P. M. on
case of tb?°se to his charge”—-but that of Washington, ought to be maintained by
he sailed.
Gazette.
day of November, in the year of our Lord each of said days.
RPOOL,JAN. K,
T»-pnnha
ce
be
resorted
to,
only
An
all necessary constitutional and legal meai:s.
eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
NAPHTAL1 CHADBOURN,! Commis-.
h,) this town te
’
I
any
miP^
ure
°f
ot
ber
expedients.
Gov.
FROM
COLOMBIA.
Mr. Eve rett, after some remarks on the TWH’ARY MENDQM, Administratrix of JOSHUA HANSON,
$ signers.
:s. On the W
has
orde
declared
his
purpose
of
resisting
lateness of the period of the session, and the 1TH. the estate of Joshua Mendum, late
Maracavbo papers to Feb. 4 have been re
Sanford, Feb. 7th, 1827.
d as high as iht
in
readi
tar
E
attack,
”
and
for
this
purpose
unwillingness
of
the
Committee,
at
this
mo

ceived at New-York. Gen. Paez had resignof Kittery, in said county, deceased ; having
ck and the 11»
ed hls*power. Both Houses of Congress, at nev anc^two divisions of militia to be held ment, to engage in the discussion, unless com presented a petition for license to sell so much
om compelled s
of
the
i3s
^e
has
also
ordered
the
Attorpelled
to
do
so
by
a
determination
of
others
to
Bogota,
had
adjourned
for
Want
of
a
quorum,
id Am.andotte
.. session woui soon thorityiolicitor General of Georgia, incase debate the subject, made a motion that the of th,» real estate of said deceased, as will
bur it was supposed, .the
raise the sum of three hundred and eightyer several days
Statesfest any surveyor, under the au- report and accompanying documents be nine dollars, and ninety-four cents, for the ^TMTHEREAS my wife LUCRETIA, has
Bost. Refectory,
open.
.
A
de out the gale ■
left my bed and board, without?
ures tpf
Government of the United printed, which was agreed tc after some de payment of his just debts, with incidental W ¥
Amethyst, whid
any good cause, this is to forbid all persons
arre£$take “ all necessary and legal meas- bate, by a vote of 61 to 57.
charges.
; safely got ini’ 1
or trusting her on my account, as
men? orct t^e ld>er(ition of the person so
THE GEORGIA CONTROVERSEY.
ORDERED, that the said Administratrix harbouring
i slipped her ci j
I am determined to pay no debts of her con-,
concerned'in
to
.
b
™8,
t0
b
v
indi
?
t
The
Georgian
Journal
of
the
20th
ult.
con

give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

;eat force again!
[communicated.]
the truant.
tains the answer of Gov. Troup, to the letter considerad, in''S' thc
or parties
ing a copy of this order to be published three tracting, while she acts ROBERT
Dock pier, be
DOER.
“ COLUMBIA’S BALD EAGLE.”
ofthe Secretary of War, which was lately measures for the Ti£est” What ? 1 b<i
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
s of Capt; Dixey,
ShapleighrfFeb.26, 1827.
communicated to Congress, and the aniieked der arrest, by authe?®^8^ and legal
The lover of curiosities would be richly zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
ed and she pw
United States,yand for bfi^A
rewarded by calling at the Store of Messrs. appear at a Probate Court to be held at York,
■documents.
he went on short
hcersofthe United States, offelhL.
e of_ Bourne & Towne, Kennebunk-Port, where is in said County, on the third Tuesday of AExecutive Department, Geo.
brig Westby
Milledgeville, 17th Feb. 1827.
the same place
executing the process
• v exhibited a live Eagle, at the
cess of
or the
tne court
couri^iv k
*•" low rate of 3 pril next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, WWANTED by the subscriber, a LAD a:gally obtained,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the
:___ by tLÏÏ ce^f“^hTVldren J^!f?^lce*
mail, was drivel
Sir—I received this afternoon from Lt United States, leg
W W bout fourteen years of age, of steady
was
know ~
^inS ®]Jds wa caught by Mr. said license should not be granted.
:rry, without a» I A7inton, your letter of the 29th ult. and reac press order of the President, we do not knowL
habits, as am apprentice to the TAILORING'
'Daniel
Patten,
in
a
Fox
trap,
in
January
last,
JONAS
CLARK,
Judge.
ner, dragged ba
Boston
Daily
Adv.
within the same hour both it and the copy oi
business—Such a lad will meet with good en
.ateis as big as a goose.
F.C.C.
Cohy—Attest,
the entrance,«!
it as published in The National Intelligencer
couragement on application to
GEO. THACHER, Reg'r.
George’s dock
of the 7th inst. No room was left to mistake From the National Intelligencer, March 1.
JAMES L. ROSS.
March 10.
~TATE OF MAINE.
the meaning of this despatch. Lt. Vinton
Kennebunk, March 10,1827.
Among the bills of a public nature, origin BY THE GOVERN^ ——
American vessel
announced himself in an introductory note, a
At a Court oj Probate held at Kennebunk,
and' Westbw
copy of which is herewith transmitted, as the ating in the House of Representatives, which
STATE 0F'MAIME>
within and for the County of York, on the
~ FOR
their cargoes 8
Aid of the Commanding General; and you are lost by not having been acted upon with
sixth day of March, in the year of our
d they would
are sufficiently explicit as to the means by in the period of the session allotted to the
Lorcl eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
BALES of various qualities just re*
which you propose to carry your resolution consideration of such bills, the principal one Public Humiliation, Fasting .
UNICE BAGGINS, Administratrix of
W ceived on consignment and .for sale
.............. ° A Prayer.
into effect. Thus the military character of is the bill to provide for the claims of surviving
the estate of James Haggins, late at Boston Prices by
By advice of the Council, and in'c0'n
the menace is established, and I am only at officers of the Revolutionary Army. Nearly
of South Berwick, in said County, deceased,
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
liberty to give to it the defiance which it mer all the bills, originating in that House for the ance with * a venerated utege, 1 an»?11" having presented a petition for license to sell
March 9, 1827.
2m.
its.—Yf^t will distinctly understand, there allowance of claims; to individuals, &c. were THURSDAY, the fifth day dfA^ril neXtf& r^rnuch of the real estate of said deceased,
£LIER, FEsAl
Humiliation, Fasting and frgyer.
’
fore, thfett I feel it to be my duty to resist to virtually rejectedhy.yot being acted upon.
ofthe Execuiw
h
of
his
deb
to
and
nicidental
the utmost any military attack which the J Vse remarks ?pply to the bills which
I recommend to each
to observe caai ^es, ^A wfil raise trie sum of two hundred
ek Fund, hasacgovernment of the United States shall think tlw Joint Committee recommended to be act the day as a Christian ;—iijfie be under the and fifty dollars.
gent to re turn i»
proper to make on the territory, the people, ed upon tae present session. Of those not influence of any vice, to banish it; if in error,
ORDERED, That the said Administra F|pHE subscriber has for sale, from 6 to 8
e-will offerings if
or the sovereignty of Georgia, and all the embracedin that report, a large nunbber fell to correct it z—if under obligations to others, trix give notice to all persons interested, by _fi. tons of first quality ENGLISH HAY.
g principally«
to
the
grasnd
the
moment
that
report
was
measures necessary to the performance of
honestly to discharge them
if suffering in causing a copy of this order to be published It not previously disposed of, it will be sold
ch a vessel,.is 1°
made, by Losing all chance ofbeing acted up juries, to forgive them
this duty, according to our limited means, are on;
if aware of animosi three weeks successively in the Kennebunk at Auction, in lots to suit purchasers, on Sat
. six weeks. Ac,
in^progress. From the first decisive act of
ties, to extinguish them
aid if able to do Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
nth the condition!
It ought to be mentioned that Mr. Burges any benevolent act to any bting, created by may appear at a Probate Court to be held at urday the 24th inst. at one" o’clock P. M.
hostility, you will be considered and treated
RALPH CURTIS.
s of people f i
made
a
last
but
unavailing
attempt
to
get
the,
as a public enemy, and with the less repug
the Almighty Power to which he owes his York, in sa:;d County, on the third Tuesday of
Kennebunk, March 3,. 1827.
he has shared, 1«
House
to
take
up
his
Revolutionary
soldiers
’
nance, because you to whom we might consti
existance and his faculties, to do it.
April next, at ten of the clock in the fore
-itry’s bounty, tc
tutionally have appealed for our own defence
And, with a conscience thus prepared, noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
ing Greeks, fro®
against invasion, are yourselves the invaders,
may we visit the Temple oi God, to worship the said license should not be granted.
edfor a season,
WASHINGTON, MARCH 2.
and what is more, the unblushing allies of
Him with that humble and happy disposition
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
d acceptable set
HAS JUST RECEIVED
the
savages,
whose
cause
you
have
adopted.
THE
V.
STATES
AND
GEORGIA.
which always belongs to pietv and innocence;
Cofiy—Nw^ST,
think, could no!
A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF
You
have
referred
m<»for
the
rule
of
my
beseeching
Him
that
the
religion
he
sent
by
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
We cqiy from the Georgia prints some pa
>le or faithful aconduct to theTreaty of Washington, “ which pers which seem to have rather a menacing our Saviour may not bepreverted through the
March 10.
Watchmanlike all other Treaties, which have received aspect. Ve do not believe, however, that pride and’perjudices of sectarism, but‘may
OTICE is hereby given to the heirs of
the constitutional'sanction is among the su any thnigserious will come of it. We are universally receive the homage of a correct
March 3.
among the act®
the estate of SUSANNA LINSCOTT,
preme laws ofthe land,” and which the Pres ourselves n possession of a letter from a g< n- faith and Good Works.
i-g, Penn, on jg ident is therefore bound to carry into 'effect,
late
of
Alfred,
in
the
County
of
York,
Wid

Especially
I
recommend
that,
being
mem

tleman in Georgia, to his friend in this ci y,
for whose benefit
“ by all the means under his controul.” In
bers of one great community, we unite as ow, deceased, and all others concerned—
iat evening,«® turn, I take the liberty to refer you to a Trea dated 17t| ult. which satisfies ■ us that thè Christian Politicians, so that we may render That Jane Linscott, has presented to me
whole affar will end amicably. The follow
cred. Became
ty of prior date and prior ratification, con ing is an extract from it :
perpetual the peace and prosperity of our the subscriber, Judge of the Court of Probate,
iatthe actors ha
within and for said county, an instrument pur
cluded at the Indian Springs, a copy of the
LL personshaving any demands against
“ Since Writing the above, I had a conver ■Country and of this State.
i the piece mt
porting to be the last will and testament of
Proclamation of which under the signature of
ENOCH LINCOLN.
the town of Kennebunk, are requested
tarts and reciting | the President, I have the honour to enclose. sation withCol.Sam’l A. Bailey, wh > has it st
said Susanna Linscott, and that the second
BY THE GOVERNOR :
to call at the Selectmen’s office on or before,
,ffered to re* On a comparison of dates, the President may returned, ftd completed his secunci mission
Tuesday
of
May
next,
is
assigned
to
take
the
the 20th of March next, and have them ad-^
AMOS NICHOLS, Sec'y of State.
desired it. w think proper to remind the Congress that to the Litte Prince. He says I may state,
Probate thereof, at a Probate Court then to be justed.
Council Chamber. 7
the periorme | the old grant claims preference of the new, that he, tm Little Prince, and the nation, are
held
at
Kennebunk,
when
and
where
they
Per Order,
NATH’L JEFFERDS.
Portland March 3d, 1827. J
>rd and laid hJ and that wheir vested rights have passed, the . perfectly »conci!ed and satisfied with the
may be present and shew cause, if any they
Kennebunk, Feb. 28, 1827.
survey of tie la> ds, and that their only ob
ae confusion a«? old Treaty,like the old grant, has preference ject
nave,
why
thè
same
should
not
be
proved,
was tq irotest against the survey, for the _____
ofthe new.
approved and allowed as the last will and
purpose oi living a legal claim (so far as that
Testament of said deceased.
You have deemed it necessary to the person would effec it) oh the United States, for the
MARRIED—In York, by Solomon BrookGiven under my hand at Kennebunk, this
rrested in Phda- al safety of Lieut. Vinton to impose on him payment ofthe value of the land west of t e Esq. Mr.Jonathan La^esin, to Miss Eliz
OF A GOOD QUALITY,
sixth day of March, in the year of our
dur Lord
orcingahorse* the injunction of profound secrecy , in the ex- :new treatyline, and if any difficulty ensu s
abeth Fernald,. of Kittery.—Mr John eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
Just received by
ecution ofyqur orders, whilst you cause to be i
3d upon, a W*? published at Washington the very instruc- iit will be efected by the United States’ Goi- Moulton, to Mi® Mary Jacobs, both oi
JOÑAS
CLARK.
JONAS CLARK.
ernmept.
jgatr lnL
O. BURjrBJM.
Jvlarch <0.
•
I
March

ed themeiJ
1SOme

I

WWW,

Commissioners’ Notice.

Notice*

Apprentice Wanted

FEATHEBS/^

E

Hay for Sale.

O. BURNHAM,

&r&ceries.

W

Notice

A

A JLot of Cheese^

STORE.... SACO.
HE subscriber having taken one of the
new Stores on Main-Street, lately built
by Moses Emery, Esq. offers for sale,
the Crate or at Retail, a very extensive as
sortment of the above mentioned GOODS.
He assures purchasers, that every article
will be sold as low as they could be obtained
in Portland, or elsewhere in this State.
G. H. CURTIS.
Saco, Feb. 20,1827.
3m.

T

THE LITTLE ORPHAN GIRL.
BT JACOB FRIEZE.

ROAMING in this wide world forsaken,
Stranger and alone, I stray,
Without a friendly hand to guide me,
On my lone and devious way.

My father, on the boist’rous ocean,
To his country’s cause allied,
Amid the battle’s wild commotion
Bravely fought and bravely died.
He slumbers on the bed of glory,
Shrouded with the briny wave,
The Sea Nymphs chant his plaintive story,
And Neptune guards his watery grave.

Beneath yon grassy turf, O ! Stranger,
Secure from sorrow’s pois’nous dart,
There rests in death my sainted mother,
The victim of a broken heart.
But J, alas ! their little Fanny,
An orphan helpless and forlorn,
Am left to tell my tale of sorrow,
And my wretched fate to mourn.

American Duck.
UST received and for sale at Manufacturers’prices by the subscriber, No» 1, 2,
and 5, Phenix Mill

This article is greatly superior to the imported
Canvass, and is used in the American Navy
exclusively ; it is double threaded, of thè best
flax, and is woven without starch or dressing
which induces mildew, and will wear, half as
long again as the Russian Duck.
J. F. CURTIS.
Saco, Feb. 21; 1827.
1m;9

10 Tons SALT HAY, which
has hot been stacked, but pressed in
the barn ; for which WOOD or PRO
DUCE will be taken.
Kennebunk-Port, Feb. 17.

T

NEW GOODS

Goods.

For, in this wide world forsaken,
To me no ray of hope appears,
To cheer my heart, to chase my sorrows,
Nor dry the fountain of my tears.

at fair prices.
Feb. 17.

OR Sale by the subscriber, a
FARM situated in Sanford,
containing about one hundred
Then comes the time of busy schemes,
seventeen acres ; now occupied
And man must earn a name ;
Said farm will be sold a
His morning thought, his midnight dreams good bargum.
\re wealth and power and fame ;
WILLIAM GOOCH.
-»eaven heeds them not-one humble prayer
Wells, Dec. 27,1826.
Would be a better passport there.

F

Joseph G. Moody,

Insurance Company

: ---- -------- ---------------- si

Farm for Sale.

1| inch thick, of good width & length’

Ink Powder. A

G

-Th* tommer dew, the rainbow’s hue
A'-'i Dure and lovely things—
Ana >vLvh hath dreams as lovely too,
As pure imaginings ;—
They pass away, they pass away;
What charm can stay them ? Kneel and
pray.

1060 Feet of OAK BOARDS,

SAFETY

A few thousand feet of Clear, and Refuse
Clear BOARDS,, for all which a cenerous
gent for the protection in- price will be given.
GRENVILLE’S CHEMICAL
Feb. 3.
SURANCE COMPANY, of Hart
ford, Connecticut, continues to insure Houses,
Stores, Mills, Factories, Barns, and the con
WKBiwwsaxTH:
■WARRANTED superior for the imme- tents of each, together with every other spe
cies
of
property
at
as
low
rates
as
are
offered
W w
diate production of a beautiful jet
by any other Company in New-England,
black INK—For sale at
OF BOSTON.
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
Against
Loss
or
Damage
by
HE
subscriber
continues to insure Man
Feb. 24;
ufactories, Machinery, Houses, Storee,,
and other buildings, and , also Merchandizs,
against loss or damage by
Feb; 3

Why did not Death (kind heaven forgive me) would be preferred. None need be offered
At me one kindly arrow hurl,
but such as are fit for family use.
To her dear parents’ shades, consigning
BARNABAS PALMER
Their little, wand’ring Orphan Girl.
Feb. 23.

PRAYER.
THE smiling sky is ever bright,
The earth is fair with flowers,
There comes no night, there tails no blight
On childhood’s blissful hours ;—
Then pray—-Heaven sees no sight so fair
As happy childhood bowed in prayer.

T

C

Woollen Socks.
Ffeb. 17.
HE Subscriber would take one cir two
hundred large size and well made
TWOOLLEN
SOCKS; coloured or mixed

»tmtteW

Plank,

HE Store at Sanford Conner,
Clear, ■ and Refuse Clear
lately occupied by Timothy
______ Shaw, Esq. The above is a fine Boards,
stand for business, in a thriving village, and
IWB-T ¿TEFFSEBS,
worthy the attention of persons about enga GSOBGE W.
WANTS
ging in trade—-For particulars please apply
by
KENNEBUNK LANDING,
BUSHELS FLAX SEED, for to JOHN FROST; Kennebunk, or to
qJ OO which a fair price will be given.
ONTINUES at his old stand to buy good
GEORGE WHEELWRIGHT,
Just received and for sale, first chop FAMI
OiAK TIMBER, and PIsANK three
Guardian io Hannah C. Morrill.
LY FLOUR.
inches thick.
Kennbunk-Port, Jan. 20, 1827.
' ALSO—WANTED ABOUT
t::::;ALSO:n:::

JUST RECEIVED BY
O.

ITO Y the subscriber, for which a fair price
will be given, 2 inch, and 2| inch Oak
PLANK ; W. O. KNEES ; Floor and Rising
TIMBERS; W. O. BEAMS, from 18 to 25
feet long; good Pine BOARDS, Cord Wood,
Corn, Oats and Beans.
The above articles will be received for a
short time in payment for debts, after which
Cash will be expected, particularly from
those whose Notes or Accounts are of long
standing.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
Wells, Dec. 27,1826.

Ship Timber

Flax Seed,. Hay, .and
FLOUR.

REENOUGH 8c BODWELL, have
iust received an additional assortment
of

Wanted
BUSHELS FLAX SEED, for
< JU which a fair price will be paid by
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
Feb. 17.

Writing Paper, Spc

Particular Notice.

on the most reasonable terms.
JOHN LILLIE, Agent.
Jan.20.
HE subscriber, in consequence of his re
cent loss by Fire, is under the necessi <
ty of requesting all those indebted to him to •
make immediate settlement, to enable him
to resume his business as soon. aS possible.—- WANTED about twenty cords of good
He tenders to his customers his grateful ac
WTOOD in payment for papers.
knowledgments for their past favors, and
_
J J. K. REMICM.
when he resumes business requests a contin
Dec. 30.
uance of them, and also requests those having
demands against him to present them.
JOHN G. MAYO.
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 20, 1827.
ANTED by the subscriber a lad about
fifteen years of age, of steady habits,,
as an apprentice to the Joiner’s business—
Such a lad will meet with good encourage
HE subscriber is under the necessity of ment oh application to
CHARLES WOLC0T.
informing those who are indebted to
him by note or account, that their dues -mustKennebunk, Feb. 10, 1827.
be paid. This being the second public No
tice which he has given—he conceives that
no one can entertain hard thoughts should
the third come Greeting.
HIS inveterate disease which has so long
GEORGE HOBBS.
baffled the art of the most experienced
Berwick, Oct. 7.1826
6m.
Physicians, has at length found a sovereign
remedy in

T

Wood Wanted,
Apprentice Wanted.

W

DZFNotice.

T

Salt Rheum.

T

HAS JUST RECEIVED,
REAMS Fclhcap, No. 1 WRITING
S&U PAPER;
and 50
“ Pot Nos. 1 and 2.
Letter Paper, See.—which will be sold at
the Manufacturer’s prices, for Cash or ap
proved credit.
::. .ALSO::::::

FREDERIC GREENE^

DR. LAGRANGE'S GENUINE

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
SA©®,,
YORK COUNTY..... MAINE.

FEW CUTANEOUS diseased are met
with more reluctance by the Physician, and
none in which he is so universally insuccess
ful.
AN EXTENSIVE ASSORTMENT OF
This Ointment has stood the te& of expe
rience and justly obtained an unparalleled ce
Age, thou art winter, cold and drear,
lebrity.
It immediately removes the scabs,
QUANTITY of first rate Vermont
Without the hope of spring ;
gives a healthy a.ction to the vessels of the
CHEESE, for sale bv
Thy strength is gone, thy leaf is sear,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
skin, and its original colour and smoothness.
Xl l
m&Y the subscriber, a high As low as can be purchased in this State.
LORD & KINGSBURY.
Ury reot is withering ;
Numerous recommendations mightbe ob
decked VESSEL about 90
And earth Ms nothing; worth thy care
Feb. 2.
Feb. 17.
tained of its superior efficacy, but th\ Pro
tons, now on the stocks, built the
Yet pray—iwtMyen is won by prayer.
prietor chose that a fair trial shofld Ifo >
J^^^^last season, of the best materials;
MOW •
its only commentator. It has in three c. *
together with her spars, blocks and standing
r it).
The genuine stereotype ec7 '
in t
weeks cured
' of fift' twerC’
'/¿gmg ; fitted for an hermaphrodite Brig.—
0nd
idC'aiiu. ..g, tffo
res. soc^Gsupowe
ition,,
SaiTvessel""will be'suia a'greac uargaui.
;.Asa
...
.
^^<, one
ery other remedy that cornu oe deviser % ' *
WILLIAM GOOCH.
i ui
- AblCS Oj
nlsty rneJ uo sjauoissimm^^g. anj a
°nly once ^ives immediate relief in
q w
Wells, Feb. 22, 1827.
will! .Editions and iMPRars since the Salt-Rheum but cures Tinea Capitis (rOmUST received and for sale by
Irani, he saw at a distance his friend MiJAMES K. REMICH.
>T is now about twenty-five yl° error ba® monly called SCALD HEAD) and all scabby
ffiael Fowler, in seeming difficulty with
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children. *
Feb. 10.
-H. first edition was issued, and,minprl
Fenny his high blooded plodder—high in
ever been found in the calculatio^pA^ \ O. 1 here is nothing of a mercurial nature
?one I should rather say than in flesh and
HE subscriber will clos« his present line
The present edition has been mi yd yr]/ Contained m it, anfl it may be used on inn blood. The top of the morning to you,
whatever °tbers uhder any circumstances
of business in April next, and hereby
less than twelve times by differf„«-pv„f1
informs those persons indebted to him either
Darby,’ said Michael, ‘ar’nt I right glad to
and A PREMIUM OF ONE
SHd Wholesale and Retail by the followAND FIFTY DOLLARS isnowaJJ£L
;o see you when I am in trouble now ?’ by Note or Account, who have not taken no
iC(, / cents.
tice
of
his
former
advertisements,
that
they
’
the subscriber, for the detection of» < en
; Arrah, the top of the morning to you Mi- will find his demands against them in the
of a cent, in manner as described in0^
, David Griffith, Portland ; Delano & Whit
thael: Pray what the Devil ails yourself hands of a Lawyer for collection unless pre
Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, N H
:
IOTAS just received a quantity of Brazilian face:—Moreover, such directions at J’ . . ney,
Blake, Saco, and JAMES K.
and Jeanie ? are you stuck in a bog V vented by immediate payment.
.*¿31 SHELL COMBS—a new 8c elegant by a note at the end of the introducu.^2 ;
REMICH, Kennebunk.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
* Nothing at all, me friend,’ said Michael—
article, at very low prices.
make the Tables of nearly double tti t
J***Liberal
discount to country dealers.
Wells, Feb. 22,1827.
Feb. 10.
parent value, inasmuch as it is show P t
f only I have lost one of me tug pins out of
June,1826.
eoplv.
the
exact
Bank
Interest
may
be
fou
*
me cart, and as I have never a knife to
only
at
sight,
for
every
day
from
1
to
maks another, I ca’nt carry the lo-fid/
almost at sight from said 64 to one hun^Z
* Sure wont I help
sow,’ said Darby.
and twenty-four days, on all the - ¿nnn
LL persons indebted to the subscriber,
After searching about in vain for some
principal, dollar by dollar from."
áre requested to settle, and pay, on or
2000, on every ten dollars, fromi y
time to obtain a remedy for the lost pin,
before the 10th day of March next, or they iiE Subscribers have formed a connex on
every fifty from 3Q00 to
dollars beDarby could think of no better substitute will find their demands in the hands of an
ion in business under the firm of
five hundred from 5000
•»mounts, toAttorney
for
collection.
than one of his fingers which he proffered
sides months, &c. - cent table; the whole
BOURNE & TOWNS, gether
JONATHAN KIMBALL.
with a
1S bke?1^
the use of to his friend Michael. ‘ Sure
Kennebunk, Feb. 23, 1827.
and will do business at the Store heretofore Computed a;/jer Note, that the amount of
now, is’nt a friend in need a friend indeed ?
occupied by Oliver Bourne, in Main Street «’hewn b^lONS at various rates per cent.
said Michael. Darby flattered by his
nearly opposite the Bank, where may be CQMtound at sight on all the sums of Prin37 1-2
To
whom
it
may
Concern.
found
a general assortment of
friend’s observation, thrust his finger
included in the Interest Tables.
WHEATON
’
S
noted ITCH OINTHIS is to give notice to all persons, that European, American, W. Indig The work altogether, has been got up in
without hesitation into the hole. ‘Now
MENT, which has stood the test
unless the demands of the subscriber
complete counting-house style, with an in vy
touch Jeanie aisy, ’ said Darby, ‘or you
Goods and Groceries.^ pro- 'dented index to each hundred dollars, and against all other ointment, the price of
are paid on or before the twentieth of March,
has been reduced from 50 to 37Amay hurt me finger. ’
But Michael well they may expect to have a call from G. Hus at the lowest prices, for Cash, O
forms a substantial and handsome book of which
cents.
knew that Jeanie was rather bashful about sey, Esq.
duce, or approved credit.
jURNE,
reference, either as a standard or a check.
...ALSO...
OLIVEIM TOWNE.
DANIEL L. HATCH.
moving, and that a light touch with his
In numerous instances 10 and 12 dollars per
WIJ fg, 1827.
Kennebunk, Feb. 23, 1827.
copy have been paid for the old edition, when J)r. Davenport's Billions Pills.
whip with a heavy load would be tender
Kennebunk-por^^ requests all persons to be met with second hand, but the prices
mercy thrown away, so he gave her a se
For the time these Pills have been offered
OLIVER
either by Note or Account, of the present improved edition will be only
vere lash. Off started Jenny at double
to the public, the sale of them has exceeded
mdebtedjffe’an(j pa.y immediately without as follows:
the most sanguine expectations of the pro
quick time in high dudgeon. ‘ Murder ?
Full bound in calf and lettered, with
r° fe)lknofice. Those who neglect this
call
vin» veux
prietor, which may be fairly
an
indented index,
$5 5Q
blood and murder ! oh, I have lost me fin
for collec.*
O TICE is hereby given by the sutaeri- ,uj£find them with an Attorney
acknowledgement of their many Virtues,.
ger i me finger !’ cried Darby in the ut
6w.
A»
—
« Full bound in sheep &.ejd lettered,
ber, that he . has been called on by th— ¿ion.
They are very justly esteemed for then’
with indented index,
5 ¿>0
1 reasurex- for -the jimonni- at
nis
most agony.—Lost it ;—^sure, now, you
mild and safe operation as a cathartic in all
tian els to collect, and notified that they must
Half bound in marbled paper, with
hav’nt lost it at all, said Michael, (with be collected & paid in to the said Treasurer on
cases
where one is necessary—They are a
indented index,
4 00
perfect sang froid) ‘ for here it is under me or before the 20th of March next—He there
And the booksellers are bound to adhere safe, and sovereign remedy in all billions fe
vers, pains in the head, stomach and bowels,
fore notifies all those who have not paid their <NOR sale by th? subscribers, Two new strictly to those prices.
tart man.’—Portsmouth Paper.
Taxes, that they must be paid previous to Jgj SLEIGHS, tyhich will be sold at a low
■
ii—<nnw
To be had of Benj. Loring IV Co. and An indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, worms,
and billions cholic—they are likewise an an
Winter evenings should be occupied in the 10th of March, or he will be under the price, and pay men? receivedin Corn, Rye, drew J. Allen, State-street; Richardson
necessity of resorting to such means to obtain Oats, Beans, Wood or Cash, at the option of Lord, Washington-street; and other Book tidote against infectious diseases, removing
re'ading, by those who have not business them, as will be unpleasant to him, and ex
sellers in Boston ; James K. Remich, Ken obstructions of every kind by dissolving and
to employ them. Nine tenths of mankind pensive to those who do not attend to this no the purchaser. LaNIEL WISE & CO.
nebunk ; and of the Agent, Joseph M’Donv- discharging the morbid matter, helping di
spend more time in positive idleness, (nei tice.
ell, Bookseller, No. 25, Market-street Phila gestion, restoring a lost appetite—a sure re
Kennebunk, Jan. 20, 1827.
delphia, who will promptly attend to all or lief for costive habits. They are so accom
ther in business, recreation, or needful re SAMUEL LITTLEFIELD,: JrXWtor.
modated to ail seasons and hours, that they
Kennebunk, Feb., 17, 1827.
ders, See.
pose,) than is necessary, if employed in ju
may be taken in summer or winter, at any
JOHN ROWLETT.
dicious reading, to make them very intelli
time of the day, without regard to diet or
Philadelphia, l^th moNlst, 1826.
hindrance of business. Their operation is so
gent members of society. But how many
Beware
of
a
spurious
Abridgement
of
less
A FARM known by the name
gentle and effectual, that by experience they
are there who do not even read a newspa
A the Emery Farm near than one half, in form of an Octavo Receipt are found to excel any other physic hereto
per. They have not time, and can’t af Morocco, Kid, Satin, YruBook
;
for
although
it
is
advertised
in
my
Emqry’s Mills in Shapleigh, con
fore offered to the public.
ford the expense 1 yet they can idle two
taining about
ACRES of the name, it is not mine, and several copbs of it,
The genuine are covered with a check
ueUs
and
Velveteen
furnished
to
orders
for
mine,
have
b;en
re

best of Land, well wooded and watered and
or three hours in a day, and spend the
plate, with the design of the Good Samari
turned
to
the
venders
as
COUNTERFEIT.
on which is a large quantity of Hemlock,
tan,'and the agents name thereon.
price of half a dozen newspapers, or a share
Maple, Birch and Oak Timber, within The price too, in comparison with ny own
—ALSO—
in a public library, for rum to pour down
half a mile of said Mills and within a few work, should be only one dollar, fifty- cents,
their throat s.
FOR SALE BY
Wheaton's Jaundice Bitters,
rods of the Pond, in which it may be convey even bulk for bulk ; and yet Tim. Tletcher
ed to said Mills—also, a large Orchard, two and Abijah W. Thayer, the pubhhers, in
O. BURNHAM.37 1-2
story dwelling House, Wood-House and Barn, Portland, did intend, as appears by tteir Pro
March 3.
Mr. Tracy, of Connecticut, and Mr. Ma
and a Blacksmith Shop. If said Farm is not posals, to vend it to the public, at tie enor
Davenport's
Celebrated
Eye Water.
con, of North Carolina, being in Congress
sold at private Sale previous to the 31st day mous price of five dollars per copy!1 And af
A fresh suply of the above is kept in Ken
together, a drove>of mules and asses was
of March next, it will be sold at Public Auc ter all, whether they have copied from my
tion on said 31st day of March, to the high old edition correctly or made mitakes, I nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Wells byN. Mor
driven past their lodgings. Macon stand
GILT FRAMED
est bidder—Terms liberal. For further in have not had time to examine, but ithas evi rill—in Saco, by E Goodale and G. Coe—in
ing at the window, says. “ Tracy, there
formation
call on John Gowen, of Said Shap dently been got up only in the comnon way Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by the Drug
goes some of your constituents ; where are
gibib in Portland
rumtuiu and
anu Boston,
jaosLou, and
suiufiuy
by soijju
some
like an AimanaCK,
Almanack, pCC.
<&c. wiuiout
without thosi cuccis.»
checks gists
leigh, at whose store said Auction will be, HK,e
and cross-examinations which Table of such | persons in the principal towns from Maine
they bound think ye 1” “Oh ! to North Car Just received by
at one of thè clock in the afternoon.
a kind necessarily require. •
J. R.
to Georgia.
olina, to be sure, ” replies Tracy, “ to
JOHN GOWEN, •/itfcfzcwee?*.
O. BURNHAM.
Jan. 23.
4w.
1 Oct. 1,1825,
eo-tfly.
! Shapleigh, Feb. 8,1^27.
March 3.
be school-masters ”

Stationary,

For- Bale

Saco, Dec. 12, 1826.

if.

CHEESE.

A

Maine Register for
■” 'm/,

Notice,

J

T

Shell Combs.

JOS. G. MOODY,

NOTICE.

>

' Copartnership,
T

ITCH OINTMEX1

T

Collector’s Notice.

B

Sleighs for Sale.

EADIES’

Assortment of

LOOKING GUISSES

- Farm'for Sale.
B

